
Companies know the key to productivity is ensuring 
routine procedures are followed consistently across 
their frontline workforce. Checklists and Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOPs) are business critical 
functions but are often driven by paper-based or 
manual workflows that result in cumbersome extra 
steps for on-the-go workers.

• Stronger procedural adherence

• Faster SOP completion

• All-digital recordkeeping

• Real-time alerts for failed SOPs

• Reduced screen time for workers

• Automated management tasks

• Start-of-service checks

• Equipment check-out

• Environment & equipment cleaning

• Training for new workers

• Work environment inspections

• And more

Checklists and standard operating procedures (SOPs) are part of frontline jobs 
every day, but filling out forms and checklists can slow down worker productivity. 
Get SOPs done faster by transforming your organization’s existing manual (often 
paper-based) processes into voice-powered automations driven by Orion’s 
innovative Frontline AI.

Industries spanning Hospitality, Retail, Manufacturing, Logistics, Security, and 
more all realize the benefits of adopting our Voice Automated Checklist Workflow.

With a mobile device,
speak the trigger
phrase (ex., “Begin
an Equipment Check”)

Listen for prompts
and speak short
answers

Put device away
and resume work
(Checklist Workflow reports 

are instantly transcribed and 

transmitted to management).

Orion enhances efficiency and compliance by voice 
automating Checklists & SOPs for frontline workers 
with our proprietary Frontline AI. The Orion Voice 
Automated Checklist & SOP Workflow transforms 
any repetitive task into voice-activated checklists 
and also reports insights instantly into operations 
systems of record — mitigating risk while saving 
time for both workers and management. 
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Enhance productivity for the frontline workforce.

More Frontline AI Workflows are available. Contact us to discuss your organization’s needs.
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Voice Automated Checklist Workflow Automate Any Task

Checklist Workflow 
is easy to use
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